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Abstract. The analysis of high spectral resolution Fourier
Transform infrared (FTIR) solar absorption spectra is an important issue in remote sensing. If this is done carefully,
one can obtain information, not only about the total column
abundances, but also about the vertical distribution of various constituents in the atmosphere. This work introduces
the application of the information operator approach for extracting vertical profile information from ground-based FTIR
measurements. The algorithm is implemented and tested
within the well-known retrieval code SFIT2, adapting the optimal estimation method such as to take into account only
the significant contributions to the solution. In particular,
we demonstrate the feasibility of the method in an application to ground-based FTIR spectra taken in the framework
of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) at Ile de La Réunion (21◦ S, 55◦ E).
A thorough comparison is made between the original optimal estimation method, Tikhonov regularization and this alternative retrieval algorithm, regarding information content,
retrieval robustness and corresponding full error budget evaluation for the target species ozone (O3 ), nitrous oxide (N2 O),
methane (CH4 ), and carbon monoxide (CO). It is shown that
the information operator approach performs well and in most
cases yields both a better accuracy and stability than the optimal estimation method. Additionally, the information operator approach has the advantage of being less sensitive to
the choice of a priori information than the optimal estimation method and Tikhonov regularization. On the other hand,
in general the Tikhonov regularization results seem to be
slightly better than the optimal estimation method and information operator approach results when it comes to error
budgets and column stability.

1

Introduction

Since 2002 the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy
(BIRA-IASB) has been responsible for measurements of
high-resolution ground-based FTIR solar absorption spectra at the Observatoire de Physique de l’Atmosphère de La
Réunion (OPAR). This station is located at 21◦ S, 55◦ E, in
the Indian Ocean, East of Madagascar, at the edge between
the southern tropics and subtropics and it is coordinated by
the Laboratoire de l’Atmosphère et des Cyclones (LACy) of
the Université de La Réunion. These FTIR observations contribute to the worldwide survey of the evolution of the atmospheric composition and structure, in the framework of
NDACC (Kurylo and Solomon, 1990; Kurylo, 1991). It is
therefore fundamental to extract as much information as possible about the vertical distribution of the target atmospheric
constituents absorbing within the FTIR spectral ranges, and
to make sure that the knowledge gained is reliable. The vertical profile information can be derived from the line shape
of the absorption lines via the altitude dependence of the
pressure broadening.
The analyses shown here focus on the atmospheric species
ozone (O3 ), nitrous oxide (N2 O), methane (CH4 ) and carbon monoxide (CO). These gases have been selected for several reasons. First, they are mandatory species within the
NDACC Infrared Working Group (IRWG), because of their
important roles in tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry
and their link to current environmental problems like climate
change and stratospheric ozone depletion. Second, at Ile
de La Réunion, CO is an important tracer of biomass burning. Additional arguments to study these trace gases are that
they have different numbers of degrees of freedom for signal
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(Sect. 2.2.2) and that they are very much wanted for satellite
validation.
Within the NDACC IRWG it is common to use the optimal
estimation method (OEM) (Rodgers, 2000) or Tikhonov regularization (TR) (Tikhonov, 1963) to solve the inverse problem. Nevertheless, in some cases one may encounter problems like vertical profile instability or physically unrealistic
retrieval results. Looking for a more robust inversion method
in order to eliminate these difficulties has led us to the information operator approach (IOA) (Doicu et al., 2007), which
has been proved successful for the inversion of satellite data
by Hoogen et al. (1999). The fact that the IOA is by definition based on the genuine information content of the measurements makes it presumable that the method improves the
stability of the retrievals – avoiding spurious profile oscillations –, that it gives a more realistic idea of the actual information content that can be acquired, and that it generates
smaller error budgets. As the IOA has never before been
applied to spectra measured from the ground, it is very useful to test its feasibility for ground-based FTIR observations
and to verify its possibilities with respect to the OEM and
TR. In order to perform the retrievals of the above-mentioned
trace gases with the IOA, we implemented this new algorithm
into the retrieval code SFIT2 (v3.94), jointly developed at the
NASA Langley Research Center, the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the National Institute of
Water and Atmosphere Research (NIWA) (Rinsland et al.,
1998; Hase et al., 2004).
The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 provides a theoretical description of the IOA retrieval method, while Sect. 3
shows the retrieval results and error budget evaluations for
the target species obtained from the above mentioned FTIR
spectra, when applying the OEM, IOA and TR. Section 4 discusses the influence of the a priori information on the OEM,
IOA and TR results. Section 5 describes a theoretical study
of the three methods based on synthetic spectra. Conclusions
are given in Sect. 6.
2

General description of the information operator
approach

The problem we are facing is the retrieval of the vertical distribution of target atmospheric species from ground-based
high-resolution solar absorption spectra. The commonly
used algorithm, SFIT2, is based on a semi-empirical implementation of the OEM of Rodgers (2000). Applying the IOA
onto the OEM is an efficient way of automatically using only
those components of the measurements that effectively contribute to the final information content, prior to knowing how
much information you can get and where it is situated. How
this can be achieved is explained in Sect. 2.2.

2.1

Forward model

The forward model in SFIT2 is a multi-layer multi-species
line-by-line radiative transfer model and remains unchanged
when applying the IOA. The instrument parameters in the
forward model include a wavenumber scale multiplier and
background curve parameters, as well as the actual optical
path difference and field of view of the instrument. To account for deviations from the ideal instrument line shape
(ILS) function due to small instrument misalignments or imperfections, empirical apodization and phase error functions
are included in the forward calculations. These calculations
are executed on a fine altitude grid to take into account the
local atmospheric pressure and temperature variabilities.
2.2

Inverse model

The inverse problem consists of determining the best representation of the true state of the atmosphere from the observed absorption spectra, more specifically, the vertical distributions and total column amounts of the target molecules.
In order to solve this ill-posed problem, some regularization
within the ensemble of possible solutions is required. To enhance the performance of the standard SFIT2 retrieval code,
results from information theory can be taken into account
explicitly. We now present the theoretical background of this
adapted optimal estimation scheme incorporating the IOA, as
well as its implementation in the SFIT2 algorithm.
2.2.1

Adapted retrieval method

First note that the retrieval of vertical profiles from FTIR
data is an underconstrained problem, because of the following reasons: (1) a profile is a continuous function of altitude,
whereas an FTIR spectrometer provides measurements only
at a discrete number of wavelengths; and (2) there are components in the actual profile which do not contribute to the
measurements and, consequently, cannot be determined from
them. In order to numerically solve the inverse problem, the
profile is discretized to a finite number of height levels between which it is assumed to be a linear function of altitude. Additional information is needed to get a physically
reasonable result. In particular, when using the OEM, a priori knowledge about the atmospheric trace gas distributions
is used to adequately constrain the retrieved profile.
Since the vector of transmittances of the observed solar
absorption spectrum within the ranges of the fitted microwindow(s) is a nonlinear function of the atmospheric state,
the retrieval solution has to be found iteratively. In the iteration step i + 1 the optimal estimation solution can be written
as (Rodgers, 2000):
−1 −1 T −1
x i+1 = x a + (KTi S−1
y Ki + Sa ) Ki Sy [y − y i
+ Ki (x i − x a )],

(1)

where x a is the a priori atmospheric state vector (of dimension N), Sa is the a priori covariance matrix, y is the
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domain, for O3 and CO. Clearly, the intersection point of these two curves is situated
−1 −1
Sr = (KTr S−1
y Kr + Sa ) .

(2)

around 0.79. Note that the eigenvalues of Pr for N2O and CH4 yield similar graphs, but
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Table 1. Retrieval characteristics for each target species, for the 2007 FTIR campaign at Ile de La Réunion. The variances represent the
diagonal elements of Sa and HWHM the applied inter-layer correlation length of a Gaussian probability distribution. The last three columns
list the spectral micro-windows that are fitted simultaneously, the associated spectral resolution (depending on the optical filter and on the
target gas), and the main interfering species, respectively.
Molec.

Variance [%]

HWHM [km]

Micro-window(s) [cm−1 ]

Resol. [cm−1 ]

Interf. species

10

4

1000.00–1005.00

0.0072

686
H2 O, CO2 , C2 H4 , O668
3 , O3

5

2481.30–2482.60
2526.40–2528.20
2537.85–2538.80
2540.10–2540.70

0.00513

CO2 , CH4 , O3 , H2 O, HDO

5

2613.70–2615.40
2650.60–2651.30
2835.50–2835.80
2903.60–2904.03
2921.00–2921.60

0.00513

HDO, H2 O, CO2 , NO2

4

2057.70–2057.91
2069.55–2069.72
2140.40–2141.40
2157.40–2159.20
2165.37–2165.85
2168.84–2169.02

0.0036

O3 , OCS, CO2 , N2 O, H2 O, solar CO lines

O3

N2 O

CH4

10

variable∗

CO

20

∗ Ranging from 4 to 70 %, as a function of altitude.

Table 2. Evolution of 1/2 ln (1 + λr,n ) and λr,n / (1 + λr,n ) for the largest 24 eigenvalues λr,n of the Kozlov information matrix Pr , for O3 ,
N2 O, CH4 and CO.
O3
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

N2 O

CH4

CO

1/2ln(1+λr,n )

λr,n /(1+λr,n )

1/2ln(1+λr,n )

λr,n /(1+λr,n )

1/2ln(1+λr,n )

λr,n /(1+λr,n )

1/2ln(1+λr,n )

λr,n /(1+λr,n )

17.3168
11.3409
7.1326
6.8262
4.7069
4.5662
4.2232
3.7078
2.8993
2.6263
2.3000
1.3416
0.7166
0.4941
0.0942
0.0133
0.0031
0.0023
0.0003
0.00007
0.000006
0.000003
0.0000009
0.00000006

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9994
0.9970
0.9948
0.9899
0.9317
0.7615
0.6278
0.1717
0.0262
0.0062
0.0046
0.0006
0.0001
0.00001
0.000006
0.000002
0.0000001

15.6414
9.0650
6.1980
5.4902
4.9038
4.7459
4.3099
4.2361
4.0495
3.9281
3.6862
3.3634
2.9367
2.7310
2.4667
2.1979
0.9955
0.3338
0.0869
0.0840
0.0124
0.0012
0.0001
0.0001

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9998
0.9997
0.9996
0.9994
0.9988
0.9972
0.9958
0.9928
0.9877
0.8634
0.4871
0.1595
0.1546
0.0244
0.0023
0.0003
0.0003

15.4139
15.3273
15.0916
14.5332
14.4930
11.0533
7.0866
4.8829
4.4885
4.4172
4.1455
3.4401
3.3155
2.3465
2.0997
1.4615
1.4586
0.0342
0.0342
0.0060
0.0060
0.0002
0.0002
0.00004

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9997
0.9990
0.9987
0.9908
0.9850
0.9462
0.1469
0.1469
0.0120
0.0120
0.0004
0.0004
0.00007

15.5225
15.3972
15.0273
14.4747
14.3777
13.8888
11.9066
8.5702
6.5113
5.8351
5.7922
5.5019
5.1528
4.6797
4.4398
4.2783
3.8915
2.5302
2.3931
2.0579
1.7362
0.8377
0.2552
0.1099

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9996
0.9937
0.9917
0.9837
0.9690
0.8128
0.3998
0.1973
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the information content of the measurement can be defined as
the reduction in entropy of the a posteriori knowledge about
the atmospheric state with respect to the a priori knowledge
(Shannon and Weaver, 1949). Under the assumption that x a
and x r are Gaussian distributed, the information content H
of a measurement can be shown to be (Rodgers, 2000):
H = 1/2ln[det(Sa )] − 1/2ln[det(Sr )].

(3)

Using the definition Pr = Sa Gr , with Gr = KTr S−1
y Kr , Eq. (3)
can be rewritten as:
H = 1/2ln[det(Sa S−1
r )]
= 1/2ln[det(Pr + I)]
N
X
= 1/2
ln(λr,n + 1),

(4)

n=1

where λr,n (n = 1,. . . , N) are the eigenvalues of the N × N
matrix Pr , the so-called “Kozlov information matrix” (Kozlov, 1983). These eigenvalues thus represent the information content in the measurement, while the corresponding
eigenvectors form a basis for the solution space. Hence, only
the Nopt eigenvalues with a relevant contribution to the information content, i.e. 1/2 ln (λr,n + 1) ≥ 1 or λr,n / (1 + λr,n ) ≈
1 (n = 1,...,Nopt ≤ N), should be taken into account. The
associated eigenvectors φ r,n (n = 1,. . . , Nopt ) span the effective state space accessible with the measurement. Therefore,
the IOA retrieval results directly depend on the information
content of the measurement by expanding – in each iteration
– the difference between the a priori and the true state vector
into a series of the significant eigenvectors of Pi . This gives
the following equation:
x i+1 − x a =

Nopt
X

βi,n φ i,n .

(5)

n=1

Now, instead of the state vector x i+1 itself, the coefficients
βi,n have to be determined. In Hoogen et al. (1999) some
straightforward calculations lead to the derivation of the
expansion coefficients βi,n (n = 1,. . . , Nopt ):
βi,n = λi,n /[Ni,n (1 + λi,n )]φ Ti,n KTi S−1
y [y − y i
+ Ki (x i − x a )],

(6)

Ni,n = φ Ti,n KTi S−1
y Ki

where
φ i,n (n = 1,. . . , Nopt ) are
normalization factors defined as such.
In our implementation the calculation of the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of Pi is based on the common QR method
(Golub and Van Loan, 1983), i.e. the matrix Pi is iteratively decomposed into the product of an orthogonal matrix
Q and an upper triangular matrix R, until the method converges and all eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined.
As the repeated QR factorizations can be quite expensive,
the real non-symmetric matrix Pi is first reduced to the simpler upper Hessenberg form, i.e. having zero entries below
the first subdiagonal, and then the similarity transformations
are accumulated.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 5, 161–180, 2012
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Table 3. Date, OBP and SZA of the reference spectra for O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO measured at Ile de La Réunion in 2007, together with the
RMS of the fit residual, DOFS and independent PC limits when using the OEM, IOA and TR.
OBP [cm−1 ]

SZA

Meth.

RMS

DOFS

12 September

600–1400

51.83

OEM
IOA
TR

1.01
1.02
1.01

4.68
3.92
4.64

0.05–7.0–19.0–26.2–100
0.05–9.4–21.4–29.8–100
0.05–7.0–19.0–27.4–100

N2 O

8 October

2400–3310

42.03

OEM
IOA
TR

0.18
0.19
0.18

3.35
2.87
2.91

0.05–4.6–13.0–100
0.05–5.8–15.4–100
0.05–5.8–15.4–100

CH4

2 October

2400–3310

46.43

OEM
IOA
TR

0.29
0.30
0.30

2.32
2.06
2.29

0.05–8.2–100
0.05–9.4–100
0.05–9.4–100

CO

29 July

1850–2750

42.19

OEM
IOA
TR

0.39
0.39
0.39

3.04
2.81
3.09

0.05–2.6–9.4–100
0.05–2.6–9.4–100
0.05–2.6–9.4–100

Molec.

Date

O3

PC limits [km]

Table 4. Mean RMS of the fit residual, mean ITER, mean DOFS, total altitude range and common independent PC ranges, mean CA, and
mean daily relative STD on the CA for the retrievals of O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO, from the 2007 campaign data at Ile de La Réunion, when
using the OEM, IOA and TR.
Molec.

O3

RMS
OEM / IOA / TR

0.86 / 0.87 / 0.86

ITER
OEM / IOA / TR

7/7/7

Alt. range [km]

CA [1018 molec cm−2 ]
OEM / IOA / TR

STD [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

4.6 / 3.9 / 4.6

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–21.4
21.4–29.8
29.8–100

7.90 / 7.90 / 7.90
0.74 / 0.72 / 0.74
1.33 / 1.32 / 1.34
3.84 / 3.87 / 3.83
1.99 / 1.98 / 1.99

0.32 / 0.35 / 0.31
0.90 / 0.99 / 0.89
0.98 / 1.38 / 0.99
0.57 / 0.61 / 0.54
0.88 / 1.02 / 0.74

6.67 / 6.66 / 6.66
3.48 / 3.43 / 3.44
2.54 / 2.59 / 2.58
0.64 / 0.64 / 0.64

0.060 / 0.058 / 0.053
0.29 / 0.16 / 0.16
0.37 / 0.19 / 0.17
0.53 / 0.24 / 0.29

DOFS
OEM / IOA / TR

N2 O

0.15 / 0.15 / 0.15

9/5/5

3.1 / 2.9 / 2.9

0.05–100
0.05–5.8
5.8–15.4
15.4–100

CH4

0.29 / 0.28 / 0.28

9/6/6

2.2 / 2.1 / 2.3

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–100

36.5 / 37.1 / 36.9
25.1 / 25.8 / 25.5
11.4 / 11.3 / 11.4

0.48 / 0.29 / 0.22
0.41 / 0.72 / 0.30
1.01 / 0.73 / 0.28

3.1 / 2.8 / 3.0

0.05–100
0.05–2.6
2.6–9.4
9.4–100

1.67 / 1.67 / 1.66
0.51 / 0.49 / 0.49
0.72 / 0.75 / 0.76
0.44 / 0.43 / 0.40

0.73 / 0.75 / 0.73
2.39 / 2.45 / 2.00
2.42 / 2.13 / 1.47
1.66 / 1.71 / 1.23

CO

0.44 / 0.45 / 0.44

7/7/7

It is obvious that this “eigenvector approach” uses a priori
information in the same statistical sense as the original optimal estimation method. Though, it has the advantage that
only those components are considered about which the measurement actually provides information. In addition, since
basically only a linear combination of the significant eigenvectors has to be calculated and since the QR method is
very efficient and numerically stable, the IOA is expected to
encounter fewer singularity problems than the OEM and TR.

2.2.2

Information content and sensitivity

The retrieved state vector x r is related to the a priori and
the true state vectors x a and x, respectively, by the equation
(Rodgers, 2000):
x r = xa + A (x − xa ),
where A is defined as δx r /δx, or in the case of OEM:
−1 −1 T −1
A = (KTr S−1
y Kr + Sa ) Kr Sy Kr .
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Fig. 6. Averaging kernels and sensitivity curve (black dashed) for
the N2 O retrieval from a single spectrum on 8 October 2007 at St.Denis using the (a) OEM, (b) IOA and (c) TR.
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Fig. 8. Averaging kernels and sensitivity curve (black dashed) for
the CH4 retrieval from a single spectrum on 2 October 2007 at St.Denis using the (a) OEM, (b) IOA and (c) TR.
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MW4: 2157.40–2159.20,
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MW6: 2168.84–2169.02 cm−1 ) fit of CO plus interfering species
from a single spectrum on 29 July 2007 at St.-Denis using the (a)
OEM, (b) IOA and (c) TR. Measured (blue) and simulated (green)
spectra are shown (left lower plot), together with the residuals (left
upper plot), computed as measured minus simulated. The right plot
shows the a priori (green crosses) and retrieved
20 (blue diamonds)
profile.
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on July 29, 2007 at St.-Denis using the (a) OEM, (b) IOA and (c) TR. Measured (blue)
and simulated (green) spectra are shown (left lower plot), together with the residuals (left
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upper plot), computed as measured
minus simulated. The right plot shows the a priori

(green crosses) and retrieved (blue diamonds) profile.
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to the a priori profile used.

For every target gas the spectral fits look very similar for each method. For O3 and
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CO the retrieved profile is similar for each method. For N2O and CH4 the OEM retrieved
profile slightly oscillates near the surface, whereas the IOA profile is more stable. The
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The rows of the matrix A are called the averaging kernels,
and the trace of A equals the number of degrees of freedom
for signal (DOFS). Note that essentially the DOFS comprises
two shares, namely one corresponding to the fitted VMR values of the target profile and one corresponding to the other
fitted parameters within the state vector. In what follows the
term DOFS will refer to the target part only, unless stated
otherwise.
For each of the retrieval layers the full width at half maximum of the averaging kernel provides an estimate of the vertical resolution of the profile retrieval at the corresponding
altitude, while the area of the averaging kernel (i.e. the sum
of its elements) represents the sensitivity of the retrieval at
the corresponding altitude to the true state. The DOFS together with the averaging kernel shapes define the independent partial columns that best represent the retrieval results.
The matrix A in Eq. (8) can be written as a function of
Pr , namely:
−1
−1
T −1
(9)
A = (Sa KTr S−1
y Kr + I) Sa Kr Sy Kr = (Pr + I) Pr ,
PN
such that the trace of A equals n=1 λr,n / (1 + λr,n ) in the
case of OEM.
When we derive A in the case of IOA, we get the following
expression for each element i, j of A (i = 1,. . . , N and j =
1,. . . , N):

(A)i,j =

Nopt
X

λr,n /[Nr,n (1 + λr,n )]
n=1
(φ Tr,n KTr S−1
y Kr )1,j (φ r,n )i,1 .

(10)

PNopt
The trace of A, or the total DOFS, now equals n=1
λr,n
/ (1 + λr,n ). Note that if we would use all eigenvalues of
Pr (i.e. Nopt = N), instead of only the significant ones, this
would correspond to the trace of A resulting from the OEM.
Analogous to A, in the case of IOA, the gain matrix Gr ,
defined as δx r /δy, becomes:
(Gr )i,j =

Nopt
X

n=1
(φ Tr,n KTr S−1
y )1,j (φ r,n )i,1 ,

(11)

with i = 1,...,N and j = 1,...,M.
Note that all definitions of the error components for the
OEM are still valid for the IOA applied onto the OEM,
as this alternative retrieval method is based on the same
premises. In the numerical evaluations we have to use the
adapted expressions for the averaging kernel and gain matrix
(Eqs. 10 and 11).
2.2.3

solution is calculated iteratively by the following expression
(Schimpf and Schreier, 1997):
T
−1 T −1
x i+1 = x a + (KTi S−1
y Ki + αR R) Ki Sy [y − y i
+ Ki (x i − x a )],

(12)

where R and α are the regularization matrix and regularization parameter, respectively. Both are introduced to constrain
the state vector or, in other words, to incorporate information
about the solution magnitude and smoothness. Again, all error components are calculated in the same way as for the
OEM retrievals.
For the retrievals obtained with TR, we have used the L1
regularization matrix, i.e. R = L1 . This L1 is by definition
a (N − 1) × N matrix composed by zeros except for the elements L1 (i, i) = −1 and L1 (i,i + 1) = 1, for i = 1,...,N − 1.
For this particular choice of R the averaging kernel matrix A
becomes:
T
−1 T −1
A = (KTr S−1
y Kr + αL1 L1 ) Kr Sy Kr .

(13)

Consequently, the sum of all elements of each row of A
equals 1, as can be seen from a simple matrix manipulation.
This is valid for each choice of α. In other words, for the
Tikhonov retrievals in this paper the sensitivity is always 1 at
every altitude and is not a relevant parameter.
The parameter α we have used is the one that results in the
best compromise between the DOFS and the total random error on the retrieved total column. Note that this total random
error we have evaluated here by summing up the covariance
matrices of the forward model parameter error, the smoothing error, the interfering species’ errors and the measurement
noise error, assuming that the other error components do not
vary with α. This tuning method is based on the discussion
in Steck (2002) showing that the DOFS as well as the total
random error decreases with increasing α.

3

λr,n /[Nr,n (1 + λr,n )]
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Application of the IOA to ground-based FTIR data

As discussed in the introduction, we have focused on the retrieval results of O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO. In addition to the
total column abundances of these molecules, we have extracted information – whenever feasible – about their vertical
distribution between the ground and 100 km altitude. In this
section we give an overview of the measurement characteristics, the retrieval strategy used, and the OEM, IOA and TR
retrieval results, including mutual comparisons.
3.1

Specifications of the FTIR measurements

Tikhonov regularization

Besides the OEM, Tikhonov regularization (TR) is another
commonly used method for the retrieval of the vertical distribution of trace gases from FTIR absorption spectra. The TR
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/5/161/2012/

Before continuous operations started in May 2009, three
FTIR solar absorption measurement campaigns had been carried out at Ile de La Réunion, namely in 2002, 2004 and
2007. Within the scope of this paper we concentrate on
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 5, 161–180, 2012
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Table 5. Smoothing error, total random error without the smoothing error contribution, total random error, total systematic error and total
error on the retrieved total and partial columns of O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO, at Ile de La Réunion in 2007, when using the OEM, IOA and TR.

Alt. range
[km]

Smoothing [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

Total rand. without
smoothing error [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

Total rand. [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

Total syst. [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

Total [%]
OEM / IOA / TR

O3

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–21.4
21.4–29.8
29.8–100

0.44 / 0.54 / 0.51
6.70 / 9.06 / 7.14
9.05 / 10.71 / 10.31
5.56 / 7.58 / 6.70
5.03 / 6.57 / 6.34

0.80 / 0.62 / 0.81
1.62 / 1.39 / 1.55
3.35 / 2.26 / 2.91
3.12 / 1.75 / 2.52
2.48 / 2.03 / 2.02

0.91 / 0.83 / 0.96
6.90 / 9.17 / 7.30
9.65 / 10.94 / 10.71
6.38 / 7.78 / 7.16
5.61 / 6.88 / 6.65

2.54 / 1.71 / 2.84
14.32 / 12.48 / 14.18
27.20 / 13.76 / 23.77
21.89 / 7.84 / 17.41
13.83 / 7.75 / 9.75

2.70 / 1.90 / 3.00
15.89 / 15.49 / 15.94
28.86 / 17.58 / 26.07
22.80 / 11.05 / 18.82
14.93 / 10.36 / 11.81

N2 O

0.05–100
0.05–5.8
5.8–15.4
15.4–100

0.10 / 0.27 / 0.073
0.55 / 1.36 / 0.40
0.72 / 2.18 / 0.65
1.39 / 4.84 / 1.47

0.49 / 0.35 / 0.33
1.05 / 0.64 / 0.64
1.33 / 0.56 / 0.49
2.85 / 1.51 / 1.07

0.50 / 0.44 / 0.34
1.18 / 1.50 / 0.75
1.51 / 2.25 / 0.81
3.17 / 5.07 / 1.82

2.49 / 2.64 / 2.68
5.41 / 4.77 / 4.68
5.26 / 5.11 / 5.07
12.61 / 5.56 / 4.05

2.54 / 2.68 / 2.70
5.53 / 5.00 / 4.74
5.48 / 5.59 / 5.14
13.00 / 7.53 / 4.44

CH4

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–100

0.22 / 1.09 / 0.31
0.41 / 2.29 / 0.64
0.60 / 2.91 / 0.61

0.95 / 0.97 / 0.93
1.08 / 0.94 / 0.97
1.50 / 1.09 / 1.46

0.98 / 1.46 / 0.98
1.16 / 2.48 / 1.16
1.61 / 3.10 / 1.59

4.83 / 7.28 / 5.21
7.54 / 7.48 / 7.72
7.85 / 6.87 / 8.16

4.93 / 7.42 / 5.30
7.63 / 7.88 / 7.81
8.01 / 7.54 / 8.32

CO

0.05–100
0.05–2.6
2.6–9.4
9.4–100

0.15 / 0.15 / 0.37
1.92 / 2.45 / 3.94
2.22 / 2.67 / 4.16
2.18 / 2.47 / 4.94

1.29 / 1.22 / 1.15
4.37 / 3.76 / 3.38
2.20 / 2.15 / 1.24
2.28 / 2.07 / 1.43

1.30 / 1.23 / 1.21
4.78 / 4.49 / 5.19
3.13 / 3.43 / 4.34
3.16 / 3.23 / 5.14

3.52 / 2.88 / 2.93
30.16 / 24.14 / 16.59
35.92 / 27.31 / 15.90
33.99 / 22.82 / 9.95

3.75 / 3.13 / 3.17
30.54 / 24.56 / 17.39
36.05 / 27.53 / 16.48
34.13 / 23.05 / 11.20

Molec.

spectra taken during the third campaign, from May to October 2007. In particular, these spectra are recorded using a mobile Bruker 120M Fourier Transform spectrometer installed at the St.-Denis University campus (50 m a.s.l.,
20◦ 540 S and 55◦ 290 E). The 2007 campaign was performed
with the same experimental setup as the 2004 campaign,
which is described in detail in Senten et al. (2008). Note
that the FTIR experiment at Ile de La Réunion is qualified
as an NDACC-compliant experiment, confirming that it satisfies all quality criteria imposed by the NDACC Infrared
Working Group.
3.2
3.2.1

Retrieval results
Retrieval strategy and spectral fits

For all retrievals discussed in this paper the absorption line
parameters were taken from the HITRAN 2008 spectral
database (Rothman et al., 2009) in combination with available updates on the HITRAN website (http://www.hitran.
com). The spectral micro-windows in which the absorption
features of the target and interfering species are fitted, are
selected such that they contain unsaturated well-isolated absorption features of the target species with a minimal number
of interfering absorption lines, and such that the amount of
information present in the spectra – represented by the DOFS
– is maximized.
The a priori profile x a used and its associated covariance
matrix Sa should represent a good guess of the “true” state,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 5, 161–180, 2012

in particular at those altitudes for which it is difficult to get
information out of the measurements. Note that in order
to compare the OEM and IOA retrievals, we use the same
x a and Sa for both methods, rather than imposing the same
DOFS.
The diagonal elements of the measurement error covariance matrix are defined to be an estimate of the squared reciprocals of a representative signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
off-diagonal elements are set to zero, which means that the
measurement errors at different wavelengths are assumed to
be uncorrelated.
For the N2 O and CH4 retrievals the selected microwindows (fitted simultaneously), the associated interfering
molecules, the used a priori profiles and the corresponding a priori covariance matrices are adopted from Senten
et al. (2008). The O3 retrieval strategy is the one used by
Vigouroux et al. (2008), and for CO we adopted the strategy
from Duflot et al. (2010). An overview of these choices is
provided in Table 1.
3.2.2

Choice of eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be used

Before discussing the IOA retrieval results, we clarify the criteria to determine the most appropriate number Nopt (≤ N) of
terms to be used in the IOA sum, i.e. Eq. (5), yielding the best
compromise between the information content and the stability of the retrieval results. In particular, a suitable threshold
g has to be searched for, meeting the condition λr,n / (1 +
λr,n ) ≥ g, with g < 1. As the eigenvectors corresponding to
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/5/161/2012/

+1%. So for the cases in which the IOA columns systematically deviate from the OEM
columns, the same is observed for the TR columns, but with a smaller offset.
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respectively.
tion, the more this solution will oscillate. On the other hand,

The impact of different threshold values between 0 and 1
on the retrieved profiles can be seen in Fig. 1, showing the
if we do not include enough eigenvectors, the solution will no
N2 O profiles for the whole 2007 campaign obtained with the
longer be representative of the true state and the DOFS will
OEM and with the IOA for g equal to 0.09, 0.79 and 0.99.
be considerably smaller. Table 2 shows the evolution of 1/2
3.2.4
Error
budget
evaluations
These three values of g correspond to including about 20,
ln (λr,n + 1) and λr,n / (1 + λr,n ) for the largest 24 eigenval17 and 15 terms in the IOA decomposition. These four apues λr,n of Pr for an illustrative IOA retrieval of each target
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By definition of the IOA, when decreasing g, the IOA sothe retained dimension of the state space. Obviously, the
measurement
noise error, the errors due to theto
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in the temperature profile, in
lution approaches the OEM solution, up to the point of using
IOA profiles for g = 0.99 are less oscillatory than those for
all eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the IOA sum, i.e. g = 0,
g = 0.79, which in turn are less oscillating than those for
the
solar zenith angle, in the interfering species’
profiles, and in the intensity and pressure
or equivalently, Nopt = N in Eq. (5). The remaining differg = 0.09. These plots also confirm the statement that in the
ence – though very small – between the retrieval result from
limit the IOA profiles move towards the OEM profiles. The

broadening of the target spectral lines, as well as the errors due to the uncertainties in the
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/5/161/2012/
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in the case of TR, whereas it stays reasonably good for the IOA. This difference becomes
larger as we increase the a priori uncertainty.
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For each molecule the RMS value and the integer nearest to
the number of degrees of freedom for signal are the same for
every method, whereas the partial column limits are slightly
different. These limits correspond to the altitude ranges that
comprise at least one degree of freedom for signal. In order
to allow direct comparison of the OEM, IOA and TR partial
columns, or in other words, to discuss the retrieval results in
terms of partial columns with identical altitude boundaries,
from now on, the altitude ranges are deduced from the averaging kernel matrices such that the sum of the diagonal
elements of A is at least one for every method, thus possibly
increasing some of the partial column widths. If the remaining diagonal elements add up to more than 0.6, the resulting
altitude range is considered as an additional partial column.
Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9 illustrate the single or multiple microwindow fits of O3 , N2 O, CH4 , and CO, respectively, for the
reference
spectra
listed
in Table
3, together
with the residFig. 13. 13.
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with the40%
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with
the OEMaveraging kerFigures 4, 6, 8 and
10 show the
corresponding
(green), respectively. The black profile is the unchanged a priori
nels and sensitivity curves (black dashed), calculated at each
profile. IOA (red) and TR (green), respectively. The
(blue),
black
profile
altitude
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sum ofisthethe
row unchanged
elements of A.aAs explained
in Sect. 2.2.3, for the TR retrievals the sensitivity is 1 at
priori profile.
every altitude and therefore a redundant quantity in the discussion. For O3 the SNR and α are 150 and 1, respectively,
same behavior was observed in the tests we performed for
for N2 O they are 150 and 5, for CH4 they are 250 and 3,
the other target molecules.
and from
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they2007
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Figure 14 shows the OEM, IOA and TR O3 profiles
carefully chosen, they represent the complete dataset well,
x/(1 + x) for x between 0 and 20 and for the eigenvalues of
in turn,
their IOA
resulting
vertical profiles
have also been
forthe10%,
40%
and 80%
SaP, rconfirming
statementsand,
above.
Thus,
retrievals
are less
Kozlov
information
matrix
that lay within the
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therefore
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sensitive
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than not
OEM
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retrievals. This
curves is to
situated
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Note
that thecovariance
eigenvalues ofmatrix
For every target gas the spectral fits look very similar for
Pr for N2 O and CH4 yield similar graphs, but are left out
can
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byfigure.
the fact that the IOA extracts
realForinformation
of the
each the
method.
O3 and CO theout
retrieved
profile is simihere,
for clarity of the
lar for each method. For N2 O and CH4 the OEM retrieved
Based on the considerations above, we conclude that the
measurements and is therefore less affected by unrealistic
priorioscillates
choices.
profile aslightly
near the surface, whereas the IOA
best compromise is attained with the threshold g = 0.79.
profile is more stable. The TR profile of CH4 oscillates less
This lower limit for the contribution to the information conthan the OEM profile but more than the IOA profile. In order
tent of the measurement is valid for each target species and is
to confirm and to generalize this conclusion, Fig. 11 shows
used in all subsequent IOA retrievals discussed in this paper.
the CH4 vertical volume mixing ratio (VMR) profiles ob29
tained with the OEM, IOA and TR, from the whole set of
3.2.3 Vertical profiles and column amounts
FTIR spectra taken at St.-Denis in 2007. In the troposphere
the TR profiles are slightly more stable than the OEM and
For the discussion of the characteristics of the IOA compared
IOA profiles, whereas at higher altitudes they are less stable
to the OEM and TR, we analyzed the vertical profile and colthan the IOA profiles, but still more stable than the OEM proumn retrievals for the complete set of 2007 spectra. However,
files. Note that the two groups that can be distinguished most
full error budget evaluations are made here only for one refclearly in the case of IOA correspond to spectra recorded at
erence spectrum for each target molecule, because performa SZA smaller and larger than 49◦ , respectively. The reason
ing the error calculations for all spectra would have been too
for this effect is not yet understood.
time-consuming. The choice of these typical reference specTable 4 summarizes the mean DOFS, the mean number of
tra is based on their representativeness for the whole 2007
iterations in the fit (ITER), the mean RMS values of the specdataset, with respect to the solar zenith angle (SZA), the retral fit residual, the mean total and partial column amounts
trieved profile shape and the DOFS. Table 3 lists the date, the
(CA) (in molecules cm−2 ) and the mean daily relative stanoptical bandpass (OBP) and the SZA for the reference specdard deviation (STD) on the CA (in %) for each molecule
tra analyzed for each species, together with the RMS of the
when applying the OEM, IOA and TR. The mean daily relspectral fit residual, the DOFS and the corresponding partial
ative standard deviations are considered to provide a good
column (PC) ranges when applying the OEM, IOA and TR.
measure for the quality of the retrieval method, because they
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 5, 161–180, 2012
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Table 6. Impact of different choices of Sa on the O3 total and partial columns retrieved with the OEM, IOA and TR, for the 2007 campaign
data at Ile de La Réunion: mean daily relative STD and mean relative biases with respect to the retrieval with 10% Sa .

Alt. range [km]

STD [%] 10% Sa
OEM / IOA / TR

STD [%] 40% Sa
OEM / IOA / TR

Bias [%] 40% Sa
OEM / IOA / TR

STD [%] 80% Sa
OEM / IOA / TR

Bias [%] 80% Sa
OEM / IOA / TR

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–21.4
21.4–29.8
29.8–100

0.32 / 0.35 / 0.31
0.90 / 0.99 / 0.89
0.98 / 1.38 / 0.99
0.57 / 0.61 / 0.54
0.88 / 1.02 / 0.74

0.26 / 0.34 / 0.26
1.22 / 1.00 / 1.08
1.66 / 1.40 / 1.62
1.25 / 0.64 / 1.33
1.25 / 0.95 / 1.39

−0.037 / 0.035 / −0.073
−0.30 / 0.060 / −0.27
−0.16 / −0.035 / −0.20
0.18 / 0.067 / 0.14
−0.36 / 0.010 / −0.40

0.25 / 0.28 / 0.25
1.68 / 1.14 / 1.30
2.21 / 1.60 / 1.92
1.83 / 0.93 / 1.68
2.41 / 0.78 / 2.15

−0.26 / 0.21 / −0.17
−0.96 / 0.18 / −0.58
−0.58 / 0.26 / −0.40
0.20 / 0.20 / 0.20
−1.09 / 0.21 / −0.81

Figure
14. from
O3 allprofiles
from
all spectra
taken
at St.-Denis
during
campaign,
Fig.
14. O3 profiles
spectra taken
at St.-Denis
during the 2007
campaign,
retrieved with the
OEM (a,the
b, c), 2007
IOA (d, e,
f) and TR (g,
h, i) with Sa diagonal elements 10 %, 40 % and 80 %, respectively. The black line corresponds to the used a priori profile.
retrieved with the OEM (a, b, c), IOA (d, e, f) and TR (g, h, i) with Sa diagonal elements
10%, 40% and 80%, respectively. The black line corresponds to the used a priori profile.

reflect the stability of the retrieved column amounts. Ideally,
methods. For O3 and CO the mean number of iterations bethe latter do not change much over the course of a day, as
fore convergence is equal for each method, whereas for N2 O
the diurnal variations of the retrieved target molecules are
and CH4 it is smaller for the IOA and TR. The information
supposed to be small. For all retrievals performed, we obcontent – represented by the DOFS – is slightly smaller for
Next, we looked at the same characteristics
of the OEM, IOA and TR retrievals, but
serve that the quality of the spectral fits – characterized by the
the IOA. This is due to the fact that the IOA leaves out all
RMS –, as well as the mean vertical column amount (VCA)
that do not contribute significantly to the inforwhen changing xa instead of Sa. Table 7components
shows the
mean daily relative standard
and partial column amounts (PCA), are similar for all three
mation content. In general, this loss – between 0 and 0.5

deviations (in %) on the 2007 time series of O3 total and partial column amounts, when
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/5/161/2012/
using x 2x and 1/2x as a
a,

a

a

Tech., biases
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priori profile, together with theAtmos.
meanMeas.
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(in2012
%)

with respect to the original retrieval using xa. The mean relative daily standard deviations
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Table 7. Impact of different choices of x a on the O3 total and partial columns retrieved with the OEM, IOA and TR, for the 2007 campaign
data at Ile de La Réunion: mean daily relative STD and mean relative biases with respect to the retrieval with x a .

Alt. range [km]

STD [%] x a
OEM / IOA / TR

STD [%] 2x a
OEM / IOA / TR

Bias [%] 2x a
OEM / IOA / TR

STD [%] 1/2x a
OEM / IOA / TR

Bias [%] 1/2x a
OEM / IOA / TR

0.05–100
0.05–9.4
9.4–21.4
21.4–29.8
29.8–100

0.32 / 0.35 / 0.32
0.90 / 0.98 / 0.89
1.15 / 1.35 / 1.12
0.67 / 0.60 / 0.61
0.93 / 1.00 / 0.75

0.30 / 0.35 / 0.29
0.93 / 0.94 / 0.86
1.42 / 1.46 / 1.30
0.90 / 0.65 / 0.87
1.09 / 1.20 / 0.73

−0.23 / −0.47 / −0.0099
−0.34 / −0.53 / −0.044
−0.33 / −0.67 / −0.090
−0.086 / −0.31 / 0.065
−0.49 / −0.67 / −0.11

0.33 / 0.34 / 0.33
1.08 / 0.92 / 1.01
1.01 / 0.49 / 1.27
0.50 / 0.36 / 0.59
0.78 / 0.72 / 0.84

0.12 / 0.10 / −0.12
0.12 / −0.049 / −0.14
0.15 / 0.11 / 0.0061
0.076 / 0.097 / −0.18
0.19 / 0.12 / −0.075

Table 8. Mean relative differences with corresponding standard deviations (between brackets) between retrieved and “input” total and partial
columns of O3 from simulated spectra.
Alt. range [km]

magnitude. Note that this
choice of xa for the three

Rel. diff. [%] OEM

Rel. diff. [%] IOA

Rel. diff. [%] TR

0.05–100
0.11 (0.087)
0.11 (0.092)
0.12 (0.064)
0.05–9.4
0.69
(0.56)
1.03
(0.86)
0.66 (0.51)of the
second test tells us something about the importance
9.4–21.4
1.82 (0.62)
1.78 (0.60)
1.86 (0.50)
21.4–29.8
1.11
(0.57)
1.13
(0.47)
methods, but nothing about the robustness of1.21
the(0.37)
retrieved
29.8–100
0.70 (0.60)
0.63 (0.51)
0.72 (0.37)

profile.
Figure 12 shows the time series of the total and partial column amounts (in molecules cm−2 ) of O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO,
respectively, during the FTIR campaign at St.-Denis in 2007,
retrieved with the OEM, IOA and TR. For O3 and CO each
method gives about the same partial and total column values,
i.e. without significant bias. For N2 O the partial and total
columns are distributed in a slightly different way. The biases
between the OEM and IOA total columns are about −0.2 %
and the biases between the OEM and TR total columns are
about −0.15 %. The biases between the OEM and IOA first
and second partial columns are −0.8 and +0.8 %, respectively, whereas they are −0.5 and +0.5 % between the respective OEM and TR partial columns. For CH4 there is a
systematic bias of the order of +1.5 % between the OEM and
IOA daily mean first partial and total columns, while the bias
between the OEM and TR column amounts is about +1 %.
Figure
O3 profile
on 2007
June
12, 2007
at St.-Denis
obtained with the original xa
Fig. 15. 15.
O3 profile
on 12 June
at St.-Denis
obtained
with
So for the cases in which the IOA columns
systematically
the original x a (squares), with 2x a (circles) and with 1/2x a (diadeviate
from
the
OEM
columns,
the
same
is
observed
for the
(squares),
with with
2xa the
(circles)
andIOA
with
retrieved with the OEM (blue),
a (diamonds),
monds), retrieved
OEM (blue),
(red)1/2x
and TR
(green),
TR
columns,
but
with
a
smaller
offset.
respectively. The black profiles are the respective a priori profiles.

IOA (red) and TR (green), respectively. The black profiles are the respective a priori
profiles.
– does not affect the number of partial columns that can be

3.2.4

Error budget evaluations

distinguished. For O3 , N2 O and CO the mean daily relative
standard deviations on the VCA are alike for each method,
For a detailed description of all error components quantifywhereas for CH4 it is obviously smaller for the IOA and TR.
ing theIOA
reliability
retrieval results,
Finally, we have also tested the sensitivity of the OEM,
and of
TRtheretrieval
resultswe refer to Senten et
For CO the mean daily relative standard deviations on the
al. (2008). In particular, the following error contributions are
similar
each
method. grid,
For O3varying
they are largest
to PCA
the are
choice
offorthe
retrieval
from for
a finecalculated:
44 layer the
grid
to a coarse
7 layer
smoothing
error, the
forward model paramethe IOA, for N2 O they are smaller for the IOA, and for CH4
ter error, the measurement noise error, the errors due to the
grid.
have found
to be similar
each method.
theyWe
are smallest
for TR. the effect on the retrieval results
uncertainties
in the for
temperature
profile, in the solar zenith

More specifically, we observed a decreasing accuracy for a decreasing number of layers.
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angle, in the interfering species’ profiles, and in the intensity and pressure broadening of the target spectral lines, as
well as the errors due to the uncertainties in the instrument
line shape, i.e. the modulation amplitude and phase. As said
before, all error components for the IOA and TR retrievals
are calculated in the same way as for the OEM retrievals, using the appropriate averaging kernels and gain matrices. For
the calculation of the smoothing error, we use the same Sa
matrices for each target species as in Senten et al. (2008).
The covariance matrix used for the calculation of the error
due to the temperature profile uncertainty is based on the differences between NCEP and ECMWF temperature profiles
at St.-Denis. The covariance matrices used for the ILS uncertainty errors represent the degradation of the modulation
efficiency and the evolution of the phase error. They are both
calculated from the differences between the observed ILS
functions – calculated with Linefit8 (Hase et al., 1999) – over
a three months time period in 2007 at St.-Denis. The maximum uncertainty in the SZA was estimated at 0.2 degrees.
The maximum uncertainties in the line intensity and pressure
broadening of the spectral lines of the target molecule were
derived from HITRAN 2008.
Table 5 gives an overview of the error budgets on the total and partial columns of O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO, when using the OEM, IOA and TR. More specifically, the smoothing
error, the total random error without the smoothing component, the total random error, the total systematic error and
the total error are shown. The individual contributions to the
total random error are the forward model parameter error,
the ILS errors, the temperature error, the measurement noise
error, the SZA error, the interfering species errors, and the
smoothing error, whereas the total systematic error includes
the line intensity error and pressure broadening error. The
complete table of all these individual contributions can be
found in Appendix A.
Although at first sight each retrieval method behaves similarly regarding error budgets, we observe non-negligible
differences.
For each species, except for N2 O, the smoothing error is
smallest when applying the OEM, for the total as well as for
the partial columns. The fact that the smoothing error is generally largest when using the IOA, is in agreement with the
slightly smaller DOFS (see Table 3), or equivalently with the
small loss of information with respect to the other two methods. For the O3 and CH4 total and partial columns the total random error without the smoothing component is smallest for the IOA, whereas for the N2 O and CO columns it
is smallest for TR. The same is observed for the total systematic error, except for the N2 O and CO total columns for
which the IOA seems to be better than TR. Note that the reduced random error for the IOA and TR columns – depending on the target gas – mainly comes from a decrease of the
forward model parameter error, the measurement noise error
and the temperature error (see Appendix A). As a result, for
the O3 total and partial columns and for the N2 O and CO
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/5/161/2012/
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total columns the total error is smallest for the IOA, while
for the N2 O and CO partial columns it is smallest for TR.
For CH4 the total error is smallest for the OEM.
4

Influence of a priori information

One of the goals of implementing the IOA was to improve
the robustness of the retrieval results. We therefore studied
the impact of the choice of a priori information on the OEM,
IOA and TR solutions. More specifically, we changed the
diagonal elements of Sa and looked at the VMR profiles obtained, at the DOFS, at the daily relative standard deviations
on the total and partial column amounts and at the mean relative biases with respect to the original column values. In each
case, the off-diagonal elements of Sa are kept unchanged and
are determined by a Gaussian correlation function with an
inter-layer correlation length of 4 km.
Table 6 shows the mean daily relative standard deviations
(in %) for the 2007 time series of the O3 total and partial
column amounts (CA), when using 10 %, 40 % and 80 % as
priori uncertainties on the diagonal of Sa , together with the
mean relative biases (in %) with respect to the original retrieval using
P 10 % Sa (CAref ). These biases are calculated
as 100 * [ ki=1 (CA – CAref )/((CA + CAref )/2)]/k, with k the
number of measured spectra. Obviously, the mean relative
biases on the total and partial column values are smaller
for the IOA retrievals than for the OEM and TR retrievals.
Hence, the net effect of more stable column amounts in the
case of IOA prevails, especially when allowing greater a priori uncertainties on the profiles. In agreement with this finding, the mean daily relative standard deviations on the IOA
column amounts vary less with a change of Sa than those on
the OEM and TR column amounts. For the above mentioned
choices of Sa the mean DOFS for the OEM retrieval results
are 4.6, 6.0 and 6.7, respectively, for the IOA results they are
3.9, 5.2 and 5.9, respectively, and for the TR retrievals they
are 4.6, 6.0 and 6.5, respectively. Thus, for each method, the
information content varies in the same way with respect to
the applied a priori uncertainty, as expected.
As an illustration, Fig. 13 shows the OEM, IOA and TR O3
profile at St.-Denis on 12 June 2007, obtained when using Sa
with on its diagonal 10 %, 40 % and 80 %, respectively. Note
that for the TR retrievals, changing Sa corresponds to changing α. In particular, in our test case of O3 (SNR = 150), the
mentioned diagonal values 10 %, 40 % and 80 % correspond
to α equal to 1, 0.05 and 0.02, respectively. It is clear that
when we apply a too large variability on the volume mixing ratios, i.e. 40 % or more in this example, the retrieved
profile deviates strongly in the case of OEM and to a lesser
extent in the case of TR, whereas it stays reasonably good for
the IOA. This difference becomes larger as we increase the a
priori uncertainty.
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Figure 14 shows the OEM, IOA and TR O3 profiles from
all 2007 spectra at St.-Denis for 10 %, 40 % and 80 % Sa ,
confirming the statements above. Thus, IOA retrievals are
less sensitive to the choice of the a priori covariance matrix than OEM and TR retrievals. This can be understood
by the fact that the IOA extracts the real information out of
the measurements and is therefore less affected by unrealistic
a priori choices.
Next, we looked at the same characteristics of the OEM,
IOA and TR retrievals, but when changing x a instead of Sa .
Table 7 shows the mean daily relative standard deviations (in
%) on the 2007 time series of O3 total and partial column
amounts, when using x a , 2x a and 1/2x a as a priori profile,
together with the mean relative biases (in %) with respect
to the original retrieval using x a . The mean relative daily
standard deviations appear to be most steady in the case of
TR and, consistently, also the relative biases are smallest for
the TR retrievals.
By means of example, Fig. 15 shows the OEM, IOA and
TR O3 profile on 12 June 2007, obtained with the original
x a and with 2x a and 1/2x a , respectively. Clearly, the TR retrieval is less affected by the change of the a priori profile
than the OEM and IOA retrieval. This is logical, as the TR
vertical profile with L1 as regularization matrix is by definition mainly influenced by the shape of the a priori profile,
rather than by its magnitude. Note that this second test tells
us something about the importance of the choice of x a for
the three methods, but nothing about the robustness of the
retrieved profile.
Finally, we have also tested the sensitivity of the OEM,
IOA and TR retrieval results to the choice of the retrieval
grid, varying from a fine 44 layer grid to a coarse 7 layer
grid. We have found the effect on the retrieval results to be
similar for each method. More specifically, we observed a
decreasing accuracy for a decreasing number of layers.
5

Theoretical study

To quantify the additional benefit of the IOA a theoretical test
has been done based on synthetic spectra. Hereto we created
a large set of realistic vertical ozone profiles, and calculated
the corresponding spectra using our forward model. Then we
added Gaussian distributed random noise to these spectra,
based on realistic SNR values, in agreement with the SNR
values observed in our Réunion spectra. As such we generated a realistic ensemble of virtual measurements. We then
performed OEM, IOA and TR retrievals of O3 from these
spectra with the same retrieval parameters as used before
for the real observed spectra, and evaluated their respective
reconstructions of the initial vertical profiles. More specifically, each retrieved total and partial column amount has
been compared to the corresponding column value adopted
in the forward model.
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The results of these comparisons are shown in Table 8, as
mean relative differences (in %), together with the standard
deviations (between brackets). As for the total columns we
see that the OEM and IOA slightly better reproduce the original values than TR (i.e. mean relative differences of 0.11,
0.11 and 0.12 %, respectively), although with larger standard
deviations (i.e. 0.09, 0.09 and 0.06, respectively). For the
second and fourth column, the IOA reproduces the input values best, whereas the first and third partial columns are better
reconstructed by the TR and OEM, respectively. The standard deviations are smallest in the case of TR for each partial
column. This test shows that the IOA is slightly better in reproducing the original input information, while TR produces
more stable results.
6

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown the application of the information operator approach (IOA) to the retrieval of the vertical distribution of atmospheric constituents from groundbased high spectral resolution FTIR solar absorption measurements. All our tests have been performed on spectra
taken at the southern hemisphere (sub)tropical site Ile de La
Réunion in 2007. In addition, a theoretical study has been
made, based on synthetic spectra. We have compared the
IOA retrieval results for O3 , N2 O, CH4 and CO with those
obtained when using the optimal estimation method (OEM)
and Tikhonov regularization (TR). Our findings prove that
the IOA allows the derivation of more stable vertical profiles
and total and partial column amounts than the OEM for the
atmospheric species investigated, without significant loss of
information. Moreover, the IOA is less sensitive to the choice
of the a priori covariance matrix. Regarding the error budgets
on the total and partial columns we can conclude that the IOA
and TR generally perform better than the OEM.
Comparisons of the OEM and IOA retrieval results with
those obtained with TR have shown that the stability of the
TR column values is somewhat better than the OEM and IOA
stability. The information content of the IOA retrievals is
slightly smaller than the information content of the OEM and
TR retrievals, a quantity being about the same for the last
two methods. So, the IOA performs well, i.e. similar to TR,
and has some advantages with respect to the OEM, especially
regarding profile stability and error budget evaluations.
Based on this study, we can conclude that the IOA applied
onto the OEM is a valuable alternative for the retrieval of
vertical profile information of trace gases in the atmosphere
from ground-based FTIR solar absorption measurements. It
behaves better than the OEM from several points of view, but
the significance of the improvements depends on the target
species and on the chosen a priori information. The approach
can easily be implemented in the existing retrieval codes that
are used in the Infrared Working Group of NDACC.
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Table A1. Summary of all individual error contributions (i.e. fit parameters, smoothing, measurement noise, temperature, intensity, pressure
broadening, SZA, empirical apodization, empirical phase, and interfering species error) for each target species retrieved with the OEM, IOA
and TR.
Molec.

Alt. range
[km]

0.05–100

0.05–9.4

O3

9.4–21.4

21.4–29.8

29.8–100

0.05–100

0.05–5.8

N2 O

5.8–15.4

15.4–100

0.05–100

CH4

0.05–9.4

9.4–100

0.05–100

0.05–2.6
CO
2.6–9.4

9.4–100

Fit.
param.
[%]

Smooth. Meas.
[%]
noise
[%]

Temp.
[%]

Inten.
[%]

Press.
broad.
[%]

SZA
[%]

Emp.
apod.
[%]

Emp.
phase
[%]

Total
interf.
[%]

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/
TR

OEM/
IOA/

OEM/
IOA/
TR

0.0070/
0.0017/
0.0077
0.0046/
0.0034/
0.0058
0.071/
0.00036/
0.064
0.077/
0.00023/
0.064
0.062/
0.0088/
0.041

0.44/
0.54/
0.51
6.70/
9.06/
7.14
9.05/
10.71/
10.31
5.56/
7.58/
6.70
5.03/
6.57/
6.34

0.19/
0.14/
0.20
1.25/
1.13/
1.19
1.89/
1.40/
1.64
1.47/
0.87/
1.18
1.37/
1.09/
1.10

0.60/
0.46/
0.60
0.23/
0.21/
0.22
2.43/
1.37/
2.19
2.20/
1.25/
1.86
1.89/
1.29/
1.63

2.53/
1.70/
2.83
14.14/
12.34/
14.00
27.08/
13.69/
23.66
21.81/
7.81/
17.34
13.78/
7.71/
9.72

0.22/
0.19/
0.22
2.27/
1.89/
2.23
2.62/
1.36/
2.26
1.85/
0.73/
1.50
1.16/
0.76/
0.84

0.44/
0.39/
0.44
0.44/
0.56/
0.44
0.44/
0.32/
0.44
0.43/
0.49/
0.43
0.46/
0.18/
0.44

0.00012/
0.012/
0.00014
0.00010/
0.094/
0.00011
0.0014/
0.21/
0.0012
0.0015/
0.13/
0.0013
0.0013/
0.058/
0.00087

0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0

0.23/
0.10/
0.26
0.91/
0.53/
0.86
1.23/
1.06/
0.90
1.60/
0.70/
1.14
0.69/
1.10/
0.093

0.32/
0.12/
0.011
0.73/
0.19/
0.040
1.19/
0.30/
0.11
2.76/
0.70/
0.34

0.10/
0.27/
0.073
0.55/
1.36/
0.39
0.72/
2.18/
0.65
1.39/
4.84/
1.47

0.072/
0.060/
0.055
0.28/
0.25/
0.20
0.34/
0.32/
0.22
0.55/
0.58/
0.35

0.19/
0.054/
0.082
0.59/
0.39/
0.50
0.28/
0.14/
0.23
0.15/
1.09/
0.89

2.34/
2.57/
2.62
4.22/
3.52/
3.55
2.15/
2.52/
2.58
9.31/
3.23/
2.29

0.85/
0.60/
0.57
3.38/
3.22/
3.05
4.80/
4.45/
4.37
8.51/
4.53/
3.34

0.31/
0.32/
0.31
0.31/
0.35/
0.32
0.32/
0.24/
0.31
0.26/
0.46/
0.31

0.00053/
0.00050/
0.00023
0.00087/
0.0017/
0.00035
0.0017/
0.0038/
0.0018
0.0034/
0.012/
0.0080

0.0027/
0.0072/
0.0029
0.0055/
0.029/
0.0072
0.012/
0.057/
0.025
0.012/
0.16/
0.098

0.041/
0.028/
0.020
0.19/
0.18/
0.13
0.23/
0.21/
0.16
0.29/
0.17/
0.075

0.11/
0.095/
0.062
0.17/
0.11/
0.17
0.59/
0.15/
0.58

0.22/
1.09/
0.31
0.41/
2.29/
0.64
0.60/
2.91/
0.61

0.29/
0.25/
0.26
0.62/
0.24/
0.53
0.58/
0.35/
0.51

0.80/
0.80/
0.80
0.64/
0.75/
0.64
1.15/
0.91/
1.16

4.69/
6.22/
4.92
7.12/
6.27/
7.21
5.62/
6.10/
6.02

1.15/
3.79/
1.71
2.50/
4.08/
2.75
5.47/
3.16/
5.51

0.36/
0.47/
0.37
0.37/
0.48/
0.37
0.33/
0.44/
0.37

0.000074/
0.000086/
0.00025
0.0013/
0.00076/
0.00072
0.0031/
0.0021/
0.0024

0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0

0.21/
0.12/
0.13
0.46/
0.11/
0.29
0.34/
0.18/
0.27

0.076/
0.017/
0.013
0.34/
0.12/
0.062
0.20/
0.13/
0.051
0.34/
0.16/
0.098

0.15/
0.15/
0.37
1.92/
2.45/
3.94
2.22/
2.67/
4.16
2.18/
2.47/
4.94

0.19/
0.17/
0.14
1.68/
1.46/
1.04
1.61/
1.38/
0.69
1.56/
1.49/
0.90

1.22/
1.16/
1.10
3.36/
2.58/
2.63
0.50/
0.77/
0.67
1.17/
0.79/
0.55

3.44/
2.83/
2.91
28.82/
22.89/
15.44
35.00/
26.64/
15.53
33.16/
22.26/
9.63

0.75/
0.53/
0.34
8.89/
7.68/
6.06
8.05/
6.04/
3.38
7.44/
5.04/
2.50

0.31/
0.32/
0.32
0.29/
0.28/
0.27
0.33/
0.30/
0.32
0.30/
0.37/
0.35

0.00069/
0.00050/
0.00025
0.0026/
0.0017/
0.00032
0.0012/
0.0024/
0.00057
0.0030/
0.0039/
0.0016

0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0
0/
0/
0

0.23/
0.14/
0.10
2.19/
2.30/
1.83
1.36/
1.42/
0.71
1.11/
1.13/
0.89
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